
 

Psa. 78:14 In the daytime also he led them with a cloud, and all the night with a light of fire.  
 
   This verse is an admonition for our future to continually look to our God to lead us in his 
unique and special way even past the time now where we stand here about to cross into the 
land he desires us to occupy until he comes. I’m confident as he has been faithful to give us his guidance during 
our time on deputation through the challenges and difficulties of the day and night, he will continue to do so in 
the new land even when, like with Israel, the cloud by day and fire by night no longer appeared. So with that said 

we are really excited about moving to Brazil on December 4th and we look forward to 
where he will guide us to do his work. 
 

   As concerning our visas, I decided to postpone this letter because all our paperwork had 
been submitted in October and were hoping to have our visas before it was time to send 
out our letter. Our first application was declined and the Brazilian consulate replied with 
some new requirements for dependents that were not listed in any of the application 
guidelines. We were able to quickly gather what was requested and the agency was able 
to resubmit our applications. The great news is that we should finally have all our visas in 
hand on November 20th! Praise the Lord and thank you all for your prayers! 
 

   Several people have asked about Elaina’s health and we are glad to report that every 
day she is doing much better and is already getting her own little sweet personality. She 
has only had some minor illnesses since our last letter and that was mostly from the after 
effect of all the heavy doses of antibiotics she was on in the hospital. Her doctor noted 
that she has progressed well and she is on track for our move and will be 4 months old in 

December. We ask for  everyone to continue to be in prayer that she remains well especially for this transition. 
 

   A few specific answers to prayer since our last letter involved the Lord closing the door to a setup trip due to 
the unforeseen delays with our paperwork but God provided just what we needed in his own way and time. Bro 
Matt Sherrouse contacted me from Brazil about a man in his church wanting to sell a vehicle that was exactly 
what we were looking for. In addition to the answered prayer the Lord 
provided through the great generosity of a few churches to give us 
some extra funds to help us with some setup costs and we were able to 
buy the vehicle last month. As far as a house to rent, with the tireless 
help of Alvaro, a brother in Bro. Sherrouse’s church, and Bro Joel Dare 
we have a potential house to rent. We’re praising the Lord that he has 
taken care of both of these requests through the kind help of the saints. 
 

   Our Portuguese lessons are going well in several ways, first is we are 
developing some basic conversation skills but even greater is one of 
our last lessons my wife was able to witness to our tutor, Maria Black, 
after we found out that she was Catholic. The witness ended well with 
her open to discussing the topic in more detail later and we hope to do 
just that in the remaining lessons we have scheduled with her. Another unique opportunity to get the gospel out 
came when I was asked to preach my great uncle funeral, he was a saved man and left behind a good 
testimony. Several of the people who attended were lost and the Lord gave me much liberty in the preaching but 
sadly none one got saved that I know of. Please pray the seed sown will bear fruit and also that the Lord gives 
wisdom and guides us in this opportunity to witness to Maria. 
 

   We are spending the last several weeks saying heavy-hearted goodbyes to family and friends but as sad as 
the good byes are, we have no regrets. We’ve also been able to do some final reports to some of our nearby 
supporting churches while we continue to do our final preparations for the move. Thank you all again for your 
faith full prayers and support.

PRAYER REQUESTS: THANKSGIVINGS:
• Wisdom and grace for us as new parents to our daughter 
• Maria Black’s salvation and for those who attended the funeral 
• Wisdom and safety for our move and setup in Brazil

• The Lord blessing us with Elaina and improving her health 
• The extra funds from churches & individuals for setup in Brazil 
• Being able to get a vehicle and also a potential house

   “For this child I prayed;…”  
              I Samuel 1:27a 


